Mach2 Solutions At A Glance

About Sanoh America
Sanoh America has demanding automotive customers such as Honda, Nissan, Toyota, Subaru,
GM, Chrysler and Volkswagen. To meet these demanding customer requirements, the team
at Sanoh, Brian Aller – Director of Production Control and IT, Tim Marsell – IT Department
Manager and Jason Murray – ERP Data Systems Supervisor, have implemented a diverse set
of machine integration solutions via Mach2 from Kors Engineering.

Brian Aller
Sanoh America
Director of Production
Control and IT

“The industry is currently buzzing about IOT, Smart Factory, and other
catch phrases. We’ve used these technologies well before the
trend to meet increasingly demanding OEM requirements like
Honda’s MPR. Mach2 allows for true innovation to meet those
requirements, and meet our demanding environment of continuous
improvement and pivoting to meet the OEMs needs.”

Mach2: It’s So Much More Than PLC Integration!









Serialized Pieces with Verified Packing to Standard Shipping Quantities
Small Lots Packout
Scoreboards
Verified Tooling
Process Metering
Weigh Scale Integration
Lineside Labeling
Automated Workcenter Setup

Serialized Pieces with Verified Packing to Standard Shipping Quantities
Individual serialized pieces are scanned and verified to be the correct model, the count
is verified to be the sequenced ship quantity and the individual serial numbers are
attached to the container for traceability before it is advanced to a shippable state.
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Small Lot Packout
Small lots (smaller than standard
sequenced container quantities)
are identified in the 862 releases
and the mix of parts are verified for
model, rack location and quantity
before being advanced to a
shippable state.

Verified Tooling
Tools are laser etched with 2D serialized identifiers. Barcode readers are attached to the
machines. The correct tooling is verified like other manufacturing parameters checked via
Automated Workcenter Setup

Automated Workcenter Setup
When a new job is selected, operational
parameters for the new part are pushed to the
machine for automated setup, removing the
critical aspects of machine setup from the
operators.

Jason Murray
Sanoh America
ERP Data Systems
Supervisor

“In the production office, we are displaying the overview
screens on 55” TV’s – the last screen is the Visual Shipping
Display from Plex. I’ve had great feedback from the
Supervisors and Operation Manager.”
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Scoreboards
As machine cycles and machine
state are monitored for Lineside
Labeling,
calculations
and
comparisons to target and ideal rates
are presented visually in the office
and on the floor to help operators
and supervisors execute at maximum
efficiency.

Process Metering
Other operational parameters such as meters per minute, hour and shift as well as
scrap, crimps and buttends are tracked and displayed on scoreboards

Lineside Labeling
The number of parts produced is counted
by monitoring machine cycles and are
compared to standard pack quantities,
automatically recording production and
printing a barcode label.
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Weigh Scale Integration
Sanoh implemented weigh scale integration into their kitting area to help ensure the kits are
properly packed with the correct number and type of parts before allowing them to be
created in Plex. The automation and user interface for this enhancement was created in the
existing Mach2 software application running onsite at Mt. Vernon. In order to validate
materials being loaded, a weigh scale and barcode scanner is used to scan goods to be
packed and validate that they have been added to the kit container. These two devices
must communicate with the Mach2 host PC in real-time.

Weigh Scale Process:









Operators will choose the kits part number being produced from the Plex Control Panel
When Mach2 detects that a part number has been chosen in Plex to build for the kitting
workcenter, it will extract all necessary information from Plex related to the bill of material
components and quantities in order to validate the kit process
Mach will require the operator to empty and zero the scale before the process can begin
Once Mach2 receives a “0” weight from the scale the operator will be prompted to add an
empty container to the scale
Once Mach2 detects a positive settled weigh from the scale the operator will be prompted to
tare the scale back to a “0” weight
Once Mach2 receives a “0” weight again the kitting process can begin
The user Mach2 screen will show the individual part numbers and quantities of all parts to be
added to the kit
To add a part to the kit the user will first have to scan the barcode on the part package
(Cont….)
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When a part is scanned, Mach2 will look up that serial number in Plex to determine if it is viable
as a component to add to this kit
If the scanned part is viable, Mach2 will watch the scale output for proof that the scanned
container was added to the kit before allowing any other action
If the scanned part is added properly Mach2 will update the user screen showing the new
quantity of the required parts to complete the kit
This scan, validate, weigh, update process will repeat until all the proper parts and quantities
are added
At that point the operator will be prompted to finish the kit in Plex
Once the kit has been properly created by Mach2 in Plex, a shipping barcode label can then
be retrieved from Plex and directed to a label printer
If at any point in the process an exception occurs (invalid part, invalid quantity, invalid weight,
weight decreases, etc.) Mach2 will abort the process and require the operator to remove
everything from the container and start the process over
A user-override will be provided if kits smaller than “standard pack” are to be built (cage orders)

Tim Marsell
Sanoh America
IT Manager

“Sanoh has always been forward looking, and we’ve believed strongly in
tying our IT and OT together. We’ve always seen the value of connecting
our ERP and plant floor equipment. Mach2 seamlessly provides that, and
adds additional value of a flexible system that not only normalizes our
processes and equipment, but provides strong logic and visuals for real time
analysis and shop floor execution.”

The Sanoh America IT team of Brian, Tim and Jason continue to apply the Mach2 machine
integration toolset to the demanding requirements of their automotive customers, creating
dramatic value for the organization.
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